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Hinds, Alex
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
06 July 2015 09:39
Hinds, Alex
FW: Boundary Review, Cambridgeshire

From
Sent: 06 July 2015 09:35
To: reviews
Subject: Boundary Review, Cambridgeshire
Sirs
Please note that I fully support that Chatteris Town should be one county division.
Yours
Alan Melton
Former Cambridgeshire County Councillor
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Hinds, Alex
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
06 July 2015 14:39
Hinds, Alex
FW: Boundary of Romsey to Abbey

From:
Sent: 06 July 2015 12:51
To: reviews
Subject: Boundary of Romsey to Abbey

Dear Sir/Madam
My wife & I wish to object to the Labour members insistance to move my street from Romsey into
Abbey. We feel that there has been insufficent consultation with the Romsey residents.
Regards Mr C S & Mrs K M K Jarvis
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

GRAHAM Jenkins

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I WAS BORN IN ROMSEY DURING THE WAR ATTENDED ROMSEY SCHOOL AND PRESENTLY STILL
LIVE IN ROMSEY MY WIFE AND I WISH TO REMAIN IN ROMSEY FOR US CHANGING WARDS
WOULD BE LIKE BEING FORCED TO MOVE TO ANOTHER VILLAGE. GRAHAM AND SHEILA
JENKINS

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

John Lagrue

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
As a resident of Sutton I am writing to lodge my objection to the proposed ‘Littleport West’
division, which includes Sutton. This proposed two-member division is large and unwieldy,
combining villages across many miles that have little in common. A far more sensible boundary
is the A10. I believe that the whole of Sutton should be included in one single-member division,
perhaps enlarging the present county division to add Witchford, with which there is some
shared interest, and Wentworth. Any two-member division would be spread over such a large
geographical area that Sutton’s interests would be submerged. In any case I would urge very
strongly that the whole of Sutton should remain within the same county division, and the
village should in no circumstances be split between different electoral areas. Sutton has a
strong sense of community identity, and needs the same county councillor. There are no
boundaries along which the village could sensibly be divided, and such a division would not be
in the interests of the village. Larger conurbations such as Ely or Soham will need to be divided
to achieve equality of representation, but Sutton is not of such a size and should remain
united.
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Richard Leaver

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I wish to propose that Windsor Road, Cambridge does not transfer to the Arbury Division and
instead returns to the Castle/Newnham Division. My reasoning is as follows: Windsor Road
shares a common community identity with the neighbouring Oxford Road, Richmond Road,
Eachard Road, Hoadley Road, and Woodlark Road. All these neighbouring streets were built in
the pre-war period and have developed a shared-identity over time. They are well connected by
road and walkway and share common community facilities and events. Examples are: 1. The
shared playground for children is the Histon Recreation Ground, adjacent to Richmond Road.
This is the only accessible playground in the area, and provides a central meeting place and
play area for the children. 2. St Augustines’s in Richmond Road hosts shared community events.
It has a programme of lectures, musical events and coffee mornings. There are residents
associations for Windsor Road, Oxford Road and Richmond Road and they work together to
address issues of common interest e.g. traffic calming measures on the Windsor Road/Oxford
Road link, and shared social events at St Augustine’s. Windsor Road has just 210 registered
voters. Transferring it to remain with its long-standing community neighbours within the
Castle/Newnham division will not imbalance the relative size of the two divisions.
======================================== Regards, Richard
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Peter Lloyd

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: N/A

Comment text:
I am writing with my comments on the Cambridgeshire County draft proposals. I do not support
the changes to the northern boundary of the Romsey division (moving homes bordering
Coldham's common into the Barnwell division). I am a resident in one of the affected homes.
The reasons I do not support the proposal are: - Romsey is an established community, with a
strong community identity. I feel that we are a part of Romsey just as much as our neighbours
a few houses down the road. - Coldhams Common and the Railway Line across it form a natural
boundary. The walk across the common from Romsey to Barnwell is approx 10 minutes. (Much
longer to walk round it in the dark). Residents like us will travel south into the area that is
planned to remain part of Romsey division for services such as shops, doctors, parks etc. I feel
that the Common divides us from the rest of the proposed Barnwell division as opposed to
being a unifying factor. The part of the common closest to us is grazed for much of the year,
restricting its use. - For many parents, St Phillips School (the local primary school) is a key
shared interest which they can unify around. The northern boundary of the catchment area of
St Phillips School is at Coldhams common (ie approximately the same as the current electoral
boundaries). Under the proposals, the school would be right on the edge of Romsey division
and their catchment area would be split across two electoral divisions. - In the original "Labour
group submission to the LGBCE" (LGS) a stated reason in favour of the change is that the new
boundary is "bisecting historic nineteenth- and twentieth-century terraced housing from midtwentieth-century semi-detached housing which was originally council-owned". While I
acknowledge there is a change in housing type I note that the change does not occur along the
proposed boundary. - The new proposed boundary is "clearly identified by the traffic
barriers" (also from LGS) . I do not consider the traffic barriers to be a boundary, since the
barriers permit cars, cyclists and pedestrians all to pass through. The purpose of the barriers is
to stop rat-running of large vehicles (vans, lorries etc). - During campaigning for the recent byelection, we received communications where *all* parties (even Labour) sought to distance
themselves from the proposed changes.
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Lucy Markson-Laine

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
We oppose the proposal to split parts of Romsey into the Barnwell division. We have lived on
Cromwell Road for two years and feel very much part of the Romsey community. We do all our
travel by bike and use many local shops and services on Mill Road, which is very close and
convenient to access by bike. We can not access shops around Newmarket Road as easily due
to the busy Coldhams Lane Road. If we were to become part of Barnwell we would feel rather
cut off from the rest of the Ward by the high traffic areas in between Cromwell Road and the
other areas of the Barnwell Ward on the other sides of Coldhams Lane and Newmarket Road.
Accessing the Barnwell Polling station would become difficult. It would feel as though we would
still be geographically and socially in Romsey, but unable to vote on local matters for the area.
A recent example is the repair of the tarmac on Mill Road. This issue mattered to us a great
deal as we cycle to work via Mill Road every day and feel the quality of our lives have been
improved by the repair of the road.
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Personal Details:
Name:

Ami martin

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
N/a
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Personal Details:
Name:

Catherine Mellis

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Hello, I am currently a Romsey resident, if the boundaries change I will become a Barnwell
resident. I am distressed by this, I have lived in Cambridge for 8 years, in Cavendish Road and
now Brampton Road, part of the reason we moved to Brampton Road when we bought our
house was because it was in Romsey. I am an artist, I liked living in what has been called the
artist quarter of Cambridge. I have my studio here and my exhibitions here. We have a
common and a railway between us and Barnwell, I have never been to Barnwell I have never
had a course to go there. There is a very clear and very large boundary between us. If we are
forced to become part of Barnwell, you will be uniting us with a place we do not know or use. I
do my shopping in Romsey and use the restaurants and cafes, there is nothing I use in
Barnwell. On a map it is very clear where we are aligned and affiliated and it is not Barnwell. I
don't see how a councillor for Barnwell could help or represent us here when we have such
different issues at play in Romsey. Mill Road and its diverse population of students and
ethnically varied shops and shop owners makes us a particularly rich and complex community,
and in the not so distant future we may have a very large mosque, I am sure that will always
make us unique with a clear and different identity to Barnwell. Thank you for your time.
Catherine Mellis
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Sue Meredith

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am objecting to the changes based on the Boundary Commission’s guidance for a good
pattern of divisions:
Reflecting community interests and identities and include evidence of
community links. Community identity should reflect the issues which bind the community
together. Six rural villages will have no links to a large urban area such as Loves Farm and the
intended future development.
Helping the council deliver effective and convenient local
government. The proposed division of St Neots East and Great Gransden will fail to provide the
rural villages with effective representation.
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Kaeten Mistry

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: private resident

Comment text:
The proposed changes that split up the current Romsey Town area in Cambridge is illogical and
breaks an existing, thriving community. North Romsey (up to and including Coldhams Lane) is
the natural boundary of the area. The proposed Barnwell division should begin on the other side
of Coldhams Common, which is a natural boundary and also includes a railway line. I protest
the proposed division as it would break a thriving, established community and does not respect
natural boundaries.
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Susan Mitchell

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am objecting to Cambridgeshire County Council's draft proposals regarding moving the local
government boundary between Romsey division and Barnwell division south. There is a natural
boundary of Coldhams Common, and in particular the railway line which creates a clear gap
between residential areas - school catchment areas reflect the existing boundary and to move
the division creates arbitrary divisions which are unnecessary. My family's community very much
faces towards Romsey and Mill Road, not towards Barnwell and Abbey, and I do not feel that
the proposed boundary will reflect my community.
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Alan Newman

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: CAMBS CONSTABULARY

Comment text:
The existing urban development of Loves Farm in St Neots and future phased Loves Farm
developments should not form part of the proposed "St Neots East and Gransden" ward which is
composed mainly of rural villages. The services, needs and demands of the residents of the
Loves Farm developments will be so much closer linked to those of St Neots Town and Priory
wards and totally unlike the demands of rural communities that there is a likelihood that there
will be a real misfit of demands which is likely to result in a conflict over allocation of everdiminishing services.
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Shelagh Partington

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Although I am a parish councillor these are my personal opinions and not intended to represent
those of the parish council. Looking at the proposals for Sutton all the communities included in
the division make sense except Littleport. Division of Littleport seems problematic in terms of
the layers of government working effectively together. It seems to me that representing the
interests of the town of Littleport and of a group of Fen island villages, most with no links to
Littleport, may be difficult. I am glad to see that Sutton is not divided as, though a large
village, it has a strong community identity. The surrounding villages included in the division
have similar interests and so would probably work effectively together. A further issue is that of
having a two councillor division. A single councillor representing a smaller more homogeneous
division would, I would think, serve the electorate better. To that end, wouldn't it be better to
split the proposed division into two, Littleport and adjacent parishes, and the rest.
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Anthony Paul

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am objecting to the Cambridgeshire County draft proposal. We are part of the Romsey
community and we have moved to this area because we have established ourselves as part of
Romsey and we do not want to be segregated from our neighbours. This weekend we attended
a street party on Hemingford road and the turn out was amazing, there was a real community
and historical feel for example all the houses had information on who lived at their house in the
1940's. We live on
and we do not want to be in a seperate division from our
neighbours a few metres opposite. This new boundary will break up my street, this has
absolutly no respect for where I live. There are no community groups, relationships or interests
shared with the proposed division and it will only act as seperating us apart from our existing
community. we feel proud to be part of Romsey.
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Denis Payne

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The Parish of Orchard Park was created in 2009, and included a change to the Parish of Milton.
The District Ward and County Division boundaries were not brought in line with those Parish
boundaries. The review would be a great opportunity to acheive co-incidence between the
boundaries. There are no residents within the area of difference.
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Elizabeth Pett

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
We wish to protest in the strongest possible terms about the proposed changes to County
Council boundaries which will inevitably be to the detriment of the local interests and identity of
the rural community of Great Gransden.
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Download
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Dear Sir or Madam

We are writing to express our concern at the County Council Boundary changes proposed for
Cambridgeshire County Council and the effect that these could have on our locality. We understand
that Great Gransden is to be linked with the Loves Farm development which is part of the urban area
of St Neots.
The impetus for this change seems to have been based solely on the requirement to equalize
numbers within divisions and has taken no account of the differing needs of our communities: Loves
Farm being an extension of the urban township of St Neots, whilst Great Gransden and other villages
are rural areas with each having quite different access to local amenities and services and therefore
separate requirements.
If this really is simply a numbers exercise then we would urge a rethink, one which looks more
closely at the needs of all communities and takes into account their diverging needs; it would seem
to make more sense to group like with like. Otherwise we fear that the rural villages in this area will
see a reduction in services, as the requirements of the urban population take over, and there will be
no one to speak on their behalf.
In short we do not believe these proposed changes reflect local communities and identities, as
required by the Boundary Commission, nor will they promote effective and convenient local
government. The proposals should be revisited.
Yours faithfully

Elizabeth and Andrew Pett

Hinds, Alex
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
07 July 2015 09:32
Hinds, Alex
FW: Cambridgeshire County Boundary Review

From: CHRIS PHILLIPS
Sent: 06 July 2015 16:21
To: reviews
Subject: Cambridgeshire County Boundary Review
To whom it may concern
May I add my support to the proposals made by East Cambridgeshire District Council with regard to county division
boundaries in Cambridgeshire.

Chris Phillips
(Deputy Chairman, South East Cambridgeshire Conservative Association)
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Hinds, Alex
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
07 July 2015 09:31
Hinds, Alex
FW: Objecting to Cambridgeshire Country draft proposals

-----Original Message----From: philip podmore
Sent: 06 July 2015 17:36
To: reviews
Subject: Objecting to Cambridgeshire Country draft proposals
Dear sir/madam,
It was with great distress that I investigated the proposed Boundary changes, particularly for the Romsey Northern
border change.
Having been and currently continuing to be a proud resident of Romsey, I am strongly objecting to the fact that you
are planning on breaking up this strong, long established community along, what I consider, arbitrary lines.
Romsey has a very particular community feel unlike any area of the rest of Cambridge and, in fact, completely unlike
anywhere I have lived in this country, and the fact that the local pub (the Empress) sells clothing branded with
'Romsey Town' which I have seen all over the country, means people are very proud to be members of this
community.
There is no 'natural boundary' in splitting single roads into two separate wards, which you are planning to do with both
Vinery Road and Ross Street - the only boundary is a road width delineator which is a false boundary added by the
council.
The splitting of the northern section of these two roads seems particularly at odds with the reasons stated for the
boundary change as the properties affected actually border and overlook Romsey park, but will no longer be in
Romsey, yet properties on Cherry Hinton road (over a mile away from the park) will be included in Romsey)
Moving roads such as Fairfax and Brampton road into Abbey is also particularly galling as these two roads in
particular are true 'Romsey' areas and having lived in both of these roads know the residents identify themselves as
Romsey residents first, followed by Cambridge residents second.
This proposed boundary change also removes the Romsey allotments from Romsey, which again looks to be a
blatant grab of possible 'building' land by the council.
The existing border of Coldhams common is a perfect example of a natural boundary, with Coldhams lane, as an
arterial route into the city delineating Romsey from Abbey perfectly.
Also, if these boundary changes are ratified St. Philips primary school (which is the only primary school in Romsey)
will actually cease to have an entrance in Romsey.
Coleridge, with it's own named park will cease to exist and that entire area doesn't have the community feel of
Romsey and doesn't identify with Mill Road at all as it is more closely linked to Cherry Hinton Road or Hills Road.
In short, I couldn't feel more strongly that this proposed change is completely arbitrary and massively damaging for a
thriving established community
Yours
Philip Podmore
Dr. Nichola Podmore
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Richard Price

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Park Street Residents Association, Jesus Green Association

Comment text:
We are extremely concerned that the deadline for this consultation is today 06 July 2015. We
heard nothing of these important proposals until by chance a neighbour let us know. Why were
we not informed? My wife and I live at
, part of Market
Ward in Cambridge. We are very alarmed to see that the proposals seek to divide this dense
residential area in the city centre of which we are part and to parcel some of us off to Castle &
Newnham communities to the N and W of the river with whom we have no community links.
We have much more in common with those living in the nearby King Street area who are
allocated to the new St Matthews divison. Many people incorrectly assume that the city centre
is populated only by students. That is not so. There are many permanent residents. We who
live in the centre of this city have different needs and priorities when compared with those who
live in the quiet residential streets of Newnham and Castle. Those elected to represent them
may not be willing to represent the views and needs of a much smaller subset of their
electorate in the way that our present county councillor does. The position of Jesus Green is
also a major concern. Its arbitrary separation from those most close to it seems very starnge.
In addition to a thriving residents association we also have a thriving Jesus Green Association,
most of whose committee members live in these streets. It would be a matter of great concern
if we became separated from this wonderful open space by an arbitrary electoral boundary. We
overlook the green, actively promote its best interests with the authorities and receive strong
supoort from our Market Ward county councillor. It is very unlikely that those who live out in
Newnham and Castle will share our concerns about the Green, meaning that those elected to
represent them will likewise have its care as a lower priority.
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Electoral review for Cambridgeshire County: Comments on south
Cambridge city
I write as a resident in the Cherry Hinton and Queen Edith's divisions of Cambridge city for over 20
years. I am currently Editor of “Queen Edith's Community News” (queen-ediths.info), and believe I
can contribute some local knowledge here which will help provide better quality of representation,
more cohesive community identities and more effective local government representation. I run a
popular local blog, Queen Edith's Online (queen-ediths.co.uk), and comments from local residents on
the blog have sparked many of the ideas here.
The proposed new Queen Edith's division relegates the area, I feel, to little more than administrative
in-fill. Instead of being the grand southern gateway to the city, its only proposed connection to
South Cambridgeshire will be in open fields some considerable distance from any dwelling.
In getting to where we want to be, I wouldn't start from here. But as so much work has already been
done, my recommendations must begin with where we are.
I have two main proposals.

1 Improve the electoral quality and community identities by
modifying the boundaries of the division.
1.1 The proposed Queen Edith's division is unnecessarily small (an electoral variance of –8% by
2020). This can be fixed easily. Ideally Queen Edith's would retain two important areas which it has
now (Hills Road's west side and the Worts' Causeway area to the south). However, these have been
allocated to a division of even poorer electoral quality (Trumpington, a variance of –10% by 2020). I
will propose a solution to this in part 2.
So we must look to the north and east, to the proposed Romsey and Cherry Hinton divisions
(variances of +1% and +3% by 2020).
The first proposal is very straightforward: also add the north side of Cherry Hinton Road to Queen
Edith's. This road contains most of the commercial activity used by Queen Edith's residents, despite
being on the northern boundary. It has no connection with Romsey, which centres around Mill Road
far to the north, and will contribute to making more cohesive community identities.
This change is a first step in moving Queen Edith's towards a 0% variance, without taking Romsey
significantly the other way.

Above: Adding the north side of Cherry Hinton Road to Queen Edith’s. This road contains most of the commercial activity used
by Queen Edith's residents and has no connection with Romsey, which centres around Mill Road.

1.2 Next, I would like to propose that the eastern half of Cherry Hinton Road is also brought into
Queen Edith's, including the five cul-de-sac roads of Missleton Court, Bullen Close, Glenmere Close,
Bosworth Road and Carrick Close. While the current proposals describe these as "facing" Cherry
Hinton, in fact their primary and secondary schools are to the south in Queen Edith's, and their
residents have never identified with Cherry Hinton.
I would recommend that the boundary moves to the centre of the road after Walpole Road, so that
the entrance to Cherry Hinton Hall is in the Cherry Hinton division.

Above: Adding the north side of Cherry Hinton Road to Queen Edith’s (2). These roads actually ‘face’ south towards Queen
Edith’s and its schools.

1.3 At the same time, a large area at the eastern end of Cherry Hinton Road, which has been
allocated to Queen Edith's, needs to remain in Cherry Hinton. As far as the residential parts go, this
is because their residents would never identify with Queen Edith's. But there is also the nature
reserve, the chalk pits, and all the fields beyond. This has traditionally part of Cherry Hinton and has
been considered so for hundreds of years. The currently proposed boundaries even divide the
extended Peterhouse Technology Park (a distinctive feature of Cherry Hinton) between the two
divisions, and this should not be allowed to happen. Leaving the area in Cherry Hinton will ensure
this does not happen, however large the Technology Park becomes.

Above: Leaving the proposed eastern end of Queen Edith’s in Cherry Hinton. The small residential area of Greystoke Road and
the eastern end of Queen Edith’s Way (top left) consider themselves to be part of Cherry Hinton village. The nature reserve and
chalk pits area have always been part of the village.

Above: In summary, Romsey and Cherry Hinton both lose the north side of Cherry Hinton Road to Queen Edith’s; Cherry
Hinton loses the south side of Cherry Hinton Road to Queen Edith’s; Queen Edith’s loses the entire eastern end to Cherry Hinton.
This should improve electoral quality, more closely follow community identities and respect tradition.

2 Improve the electoral quality of south Cambridge by making Queen
Edith's and Trumpington into a single multi-member division.
The proposals above should bring Queen Edith's back towards 0% variance, without bringing
Romsey or Cherry Hinton significantly under 0%. However, the Trumpington division to the west has
been allocated large parts of the south of the current Queen Edith's, in an ungainly (and failed)
attempt to keep up the electoral total. The Worts' Causeway area is a treasured part of Queen
Edith's, which many local residents have been fighting for years to protect and improve. It is nearly
three miles by road from the centre of Trumpington, and has no community connection with the area.
That said, with the poor levels of electoral quality exhibited by Trumpington, there does not seem to
be any scope to allocate any of the division to Queen Edith’s, which would be ideal.
I have noted, however, that the Castle and Newnham division in the west of Cambridge is being
proposed as a multi-member division to overcome precisely the poor levels of electoral quality which
may occur in the south of the city. In addition, as with the Castle and Newnham division, the
Trumpington and Queen Edith's divisions are of similar character.
I would therefore propose a similar arrangement, which could also lead to more effective councillor
representation, and a mitgation of Trumpington's very poor electoral quality.
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Mary Regnier-Wilson

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Splitting the villages of Great Shelford and Stapleford draws an arbitrary line through a single
community. Whilst each village has it's own school and recreation ground, only Great Shelford
has a significant shopping area, and people from both villages use the facilities of the other.
There is no green boundary between the villages - on both London Road and Mingle Lane the
village boundary is simply between two houses. The two villages are inextricably linked and so
should be represented by the same councillor.
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Hinds, Alex
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

reviews
19 May 2015 08:43
Hinds, Alex
FW: Cambridgeshire Boundary Changes

-----Original Message----From: Dr R. A. W. Rex
Sent: 18 May 2015 18:42
To: reviews
Subject: Cambridgeshire Boundary Changes
To whom it may concern
First of all, I should like to point out that the functionality of the interactive website at
https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/
is very poor. Clicking on the maps does not yield the advertised access to the information you claim to make
available. This may be a browser issue, but if you are not making your website functional with Google Chrome, you
certainly should be. Fortunately, some of the information regarding proposed boundary changes has been
summarised for me by someone else, so I can offer some comment in the light of your stted criteria.
As I understand it, you are proposing to shift Windsor Road and the McManus Estate (Cambridge) from their current
Cambridge city division, Castle, to the division of Arbury. Your stated criteria are electoral equality, community
identity, and efficacy of governance.
As the data regarding the distribution of the electorate is not clearly available on your consultation website, I am
unable to offer exact comments on the basis of electoral distribution. However, it does occur to me to wonder how
reliable your consultation process will be deemed to be if you do not publish the information underlying your own
proposals in an easily accessible manner. I would like to request that you supply me with the information regarding
distribution of the electorate under the old and the new arrangements proposed for Arbury, Castle, and Newnham, so
as to allow mne to make further comment if appropriate. I suspect that the impact on electoral distribution of including
Windsor Road with its contiguous roads (see below) in Castle rather than with the McManus Estate in Arbury will be
trivial. This suggests that the second criterion should be heeded.
In terms of community identity, there is no case for separating Windsor Road from Oxford Road, Richmond Road, and
Halifax Road (and a number of smaller connected roads). These roads form a clear little community, with Windsor
Road itself (a cul-de-sac) forming a natural boundary to the east side. The natural boundary to the west side is the
Huntingdon Road. On your second criterion, I would urge the keeping of Windsor Road with the roads leading off it to
the west. The most important issue of common concern is the maintenance and regulation of the roads, but also of
the Histon Road Recreation ground. Refuse collection treats Windsor Road as one with Oxford Road etc for reasons
that are obvious when you consider the road layout. The recent replacement of street lighting also treated Windsor
Road as one with Oxford Road, for equally obvious reasons. In terms of movement and travel, the residents of
Windsor Road go through Oxford etc on their way into town and for access to buses on Huntingdon Road.
In terms of governmental efficacy, it is unlikely that it makes any difference whether Windsor Road is assigned to
Arbury or to Castle.
(That said, when political parties canvass the area, they canvass Windsor Road along with Oxford Road and
Richmond Road.) As governmental efficacy appears a marginal consideration in this particular case, the most weight
should be accorded in taking this decision to the question of community identity.
I therefore propose that Windsor Road remain in the Castle division.
Yours sincerely,
Richard Rex
-1
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Personal Details:
Name:

D Rimmington

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I object to the boundaries being changed in Romsey. It has a unique character and to
incorporate Coleridge changes the whole character of Romsey Town I moved to Romsey Town in
1991 and I have always loved living here - I have moved several times but always within the
same area. I have an allotment plot on the north side of Coldham's Lane which is part of the
Romsey Town & District Gardening Society I would be very disappointed if the name of this
society has to be changed to another ward/district.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5407
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

susana rios

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
We have been living in Cambridge (
) for the last fourteen years. We
oppose the new proposed boundary between Romsey and Abbey for the following two reasons:
1 - The new boundary does not reflect the interests and identities of our local community,
Romsey Town. As a neighbour of Cromwell Road, I share a lot of things with people living in
Romsey: friends, neighbours, school, community centre, my children's friends, church,
recreation park. I never go to Abbey, because it is on the other side of Coldham's common,
and is impractical: my school is not there, my church is not there, and none of my friends, and
my children's friend live there. 2- If the purpose of the new boundary is to make wards equally
dense, rather than redesigning the northern boundary (Romsey-Abbey), the Local Government
should be considering moving the boundary between Romsey and Coleridge towards the north.
Mill road is a natural boundary, and people living on the other side of Mill road share probably
more things with Coleridge, than with Romsey. This would be in a way similar to the proposed
new boundary between Coleridge and Queen Edith, which is being moved towards Cherry Hinton
Road, again a natural boundary. I hope our concerns and comments will be taken into
consideration.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5450
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Hinds, Alex
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
06 July 2015 08:51
Hinds, Alex
FW: New boundary between Romsey and Abbey (Cambridge): objection

From: Susana Rios
Sent: 05 July 2015 22:10
To: reviews
Subject: New boundary between Romsey and Abbey (Cambridge): objection

Dear LGBoundary Commission,
I am writing to you to express my objection to the new boundary that is being proposed between Romsey
and Abbey, in Cambridge.
I have been living in
for the last fourteen years, and I have always considered myself as
part of Romsey town. I know people in this neighbourhood, my children's school and local park are here, as
well as the church and shops that I routinely visit. I never go to Abbey, because everything that I need for
my daily life is in Romsey. Therefore, I do not understand why my street should now be part of a
neighbourhood that I do not relate to, and be moved away from a community to which I do feel I belong to.
Cromwell road is, geographically speaking, linked to Romsey, due to the existence of a powerful natural
boundary between Romsey and Abbey: Coldham's common. Adding us to Abbey would mean forcing the
creation of a community across the common, which could never work.
If Romsey is too dense, rather than shifting away streets like mine, it would make more sense to redistribute
the streets from Romsey that spread out to the south of Mill road. Mill road is a semi-natural boundary
which could easily redefine the division between Coleridge and Romsey.
I hope that the commission will listen to and take my concerns into account.
Your sincerely,
Dr. Susana Rios
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Boundary Review (Cambridgeshire)
Submission by Colin Rosenstiel
Status
As a member of Cambridge City Council I led on its proposals for the district Periodic
Electoral Review completed in 2003, drawing up the proposals which were in large part
adopted, with technical assistance from my friend and Liberal Democrat colleague Keith
Edkins who is making his own submission on this occasion. I had previously contributed to
the 1975 Cambridge ward boundary review and also appeared at hearings into
Cambridgeshire Parliamentary Boundary reviews from 1981. I have a lifelong interest in
elections, including the history of elections in Cambridge at www.cambridgelections.org.uk
and a period chairing the Electoral Reform Society from 2003 to 2008.
This submission is made on a personal basis and is primarily about the City of Cambridge
within the 61-member scheme proposed by the Commission. I support the reduction from the
63 members previously proposed because 12 is a fair allocation to Cambridge within a 61
seat council but would under-represent the City, the County's only unparished area, within a
63 seat council. I also have a couple of observations about the proposals outside the city
towards the end of this submission.
In responding to the draft proposals put forward by the Commission it is somewhat
disconcerting to see that little regard seems to have been given to the principles set out by the
rules governing reviews of County Council electoral arrangements in two-tier areas. The
Commission is bound to follow these. That the report makes no mention of District Wards
(except in Wisbech and Whittlesey where the parish wards are the same) seems extraordinary
in view of the requirements of rule 3.7.
Electorate numbers
It has proved remarkably difficult to establish accurate numbers with which to come up with
proposals meeting the Commission's exacting numeric equality requirements. The basis of
the numbers is the February 2014 electoral register which is no longer readily accessible. In
previous reviews political parties still used locally sourced paper copies of electoral registers.
In the period since 2003 use of the register has largely switched to nationally-based online
databases which hold no such historic data. Paper registers are rarely obtained now. In
addition it was pointed out that, in projecting electorates forward to 2020, significant
omissions had been made, amounting to several thousand electors across the city. A large
proportion of these appear to be in the proposed Castle/Newnham division. In February we
thought it was accepted by the County Council that developments expected to be completed
by 2020 for nearly 2500 student rooms had been overlooked and demonstrated from
University of Cambridge data that the expected additional electorate involved was 2025. Yet
these extra electors have not been included by the Commission in its draft proposals. As the
bulk of these residences will be in the area between Madingley Road and Huntingdon Road
the proposals for that part of the city are the most numerically uncertain of all.
In addition, some developments appear to have been counted in the wrong proposed
divisions. For example the developments planned around the Bell School and Worts
Causeway are included in the numbers for Queen Edith's division but are actually located in

the proposed Trumpington division. The submission by Keith Edkins gives further details.
Relating the draft proposals to the rules
"3.5 the need to reflect the identities and interests of local communities;"
1. Taking the northern part of Romsey to put it with Barnwell (Abbey) was suggested by
Labour at the Periodic Electoral Review of the City of Cambridge and provoked an
unusually large negative response (the majority of the City Council's consultation
responses) from the residents as people in that area consider that they live in Romsey
which has a very clear community identity. It seems the Commission's draft proposals
have drawn a similarly hostile response.
2. Dividing the dense community in the Park Street area between two divisions does not
respect that local community.
3. Dividing a community which is yet to be built would be quite an achievement but that
will be the effect of the proposed boundary between Castle/Newnham and Arbury
which divides the planned Darwin Green (NIAB Main) development in a completely
arbitrary fashion, regardless even of the planned road layout which is planned to
provide access from both Histon and Huntingdon Roads without introducing a
through route for cars.
4. The bulk of Arbury and King's Hedges wards comprise the Arbury estate planned and
built by the City Council in the 1960s and 1970s. King's Hedges is sometimes known
as North Arbury and a number of Arbury facilities, Arbury Community Centre for
example, are located within the boundaries of that ward. Following the pre-1976
Arbury ward boundary would divide communities less and allow three northern wards
of the required size, also maintaining the identities of East and West Chesterton.
Keeping all of Darwin Green together in Castle would allow its proposed extension
east of Mitcham's corner to return to West Chesterton, the community that junction is
the focus of.
5. As primary schools tend to be a focus of their communities, keeping boundaries some
way from them is usually good practice. In the draft scheme, Mayfield School, Park
Street School and St Philip's School are all divided from a sizeable section of their
immediate catchment area, each being located almost directly on a newly drawn
division boundary. Although the same could be said for St Matthews, I know from 30
years residence in Grafton Street, close to St Matthews, that having to cross East Road
is unpopular with parents on that side of the road and many choose other schools like
Park Street where our now 28 and 23 year olds were educated. In any case the East
Road boundary is a very long established ward boundary.
6. Shopping patterns and secondary school catchment areas can also indicate
communities but the Commission's draft scheme completely ignores both of these in
the Chesterton and Kings Hedges areas north of the river.
7. Roads are sometimes the focus of a community and sometimes mark the edge of one:
Mill Road is without doubt the focus of its community, but the draft proposals make it
a boundary between two divisions to the west of the railway. The roads north of it
have no or poor connections with the St Matthew's area to the north due to the
cemetery and the road closures in Gwydir Street and Hooper Street. As a result, the
City Council was persuaded some years ago to change the polling arrangements to
provide a polling station near Mill Road to serve areas like that around Mackenzie
Road and most of Gwydir Street. It would represent severe community severance to
draw a boundary along Mill Road.

8. East Road, Gonville Place and the rest of the southern inner ring road (see below)
mark the edge of a community. It has been referred to as a ring of steel because of the
traffic levels. East Road is amongst the busiest in the city. It has formed a boundary
ever since it was widened to achieve its major traffic status in the 1960s. At the same
time much of its frontage buildings were lost and activity on it has declined to the
point that the last shop on it closed recently. The draft proposals straddle it and
consequently break up communities on either side. The only exception is on the road
itself. Anglia Ruskin University's main site is on one side and a number of hostels
housing some of its students face it on the other.
"3.6. Our aim is to identify clear and long-lasting boundaries for ward/division. We also
take into account factors such as the location and boundaries of parishes and the physical
features of the local area when drawing boundaries."
In the City Council Periodic Electoral Review a principle was established with many
main road boundaries that the main road itself (and its cul-de-sacs) should all be in the
same ward rather than have a boundary dividing the micro-community actually living
on the road. The ward boundaries along Cherry Hinton Road between Coleridge and
Queen Edith's and along Histon Road between Arbury and Castle are examples of the
successful application of this principle. Care needs to be taken in drawing the back
land boundary on the side which is the boundary, however. A few houses were
included in Arbury Ward unintentionally which were meant to be in Castle in the
PER.
There is a very long established boundary between the North and West of the city and
the South and East, along the river and the line of Elizabeth Way, East Road, Gonville
Place, Lensfield Road and Fen Causeway to the river again. This (with minor
flexibility around, for example, Lensfield Road where most houses on both sides are
Downing College residences) is very well established for nearly 50 years and
separates the city into two equal halves. The draft proposals ignore this long-lasting
boundary in large part.
"3.7 In addition, in reviewing two-tier county councils we are required to have regard to
the boundaries of district or borough wards. We will seek to use them as the building blocks
for county electoral divisions. In making our recommendations, we must ensure that every
electoral division is wholly within a single district, so that no division crosses the boundary
between two neighbouring districts."
Very few of the draft division boundaries follow present ward boundaries or are
clearly based on particular wards. So they cannot be considered to "have regard to
them". The comments above are based on the existing wards and show divisions
could be established with surprisingly modest changes, given the necessary scale of
the changes needed to reduce the number of divisions by two.
This is an issue across the whole County but most acute in Fenland where new district
ward boundaries have only just been implemented this May. While the view might be
taken that district wards will shortly be themselves subject to review (already in
progress in East Cambridgeshire for example) and that less regard may be had to them
in such cases this cannot be said about Fenland. It is very hard to understand the
proposals for Divisions in March in the light of this.

A further point outside Cambridge concerns Lolworth and Boxworth, small villages on the
A14 which are placed in a division all the rest of which is spread out along the A428.
This is most acute for Lolworth which is only accessible from the A14. Boxworth's links to
Cambourne and its neighbouring villages are only slightly less tenuous. These are small
villages which it ought to be possible to include in the Papworth and Swavesey or Bar Hill
divisions (which have ready access to the A14) without major numeric problems
Two-member Castle/Newnham division
I agree with the consensus across the County Council that two-member divisions are
unacceptable. They were only introduced in the 2005 review to improve coterminosity
between district wards and county divisions. That cannot be the justification for the
Castle/Newnham proposal. I would add that they are especially inappropriate in a district
with wards of more or less the same size as county electoral divisions and with district
elections by thirds. I strongly believe that a reasonable boundary can readily be drawn to
divide the Castle/Newnham division into 2 single member divisions even if the rest of this
submission is not adopted.
Further comment on the Commission's draft proposals
There is no good reason for creating the new name of Barnwell when the Abbey name has
applied to a whole range of wards covering the main part of the proposed division.
Submitted scheme
With all the numeric caveats stated above which might require minor adjustments I support
the scheme of 12 divisions submitted separately by Keith Edkins which I believe would better
meet the requirements placed upon the Commission under the rules.

Hinds, Alex
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
07 July 2015 09:29
Hinds, Alex
FW: Electoral Review Cambridgeshire

-----Original Message----From: Colin Rosenstiel
Sent: 06 July 2015 21:55
To: reviews
Cc:
Subject: Re: Electoral Review Cambridgeshire
Although the Cambridge Liberal Democrats were unable to consider endorsing Keith Edkins' and my submissions in
time for today's deadline, he and I did circulate our submissions by email to local activists and the comments there
were wholly supportive of them as the best solution within the rules for Cambridge city.
Colin Rosenstiel
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Shelagh Ross

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I strongly object to the proposals for changing the boundaries of the division that includes
Great Gransden. Within the suggested new boundaries, the concerns of individual small villages
would be swamped by the St Neots/Loves Farm estates, increasingly so given the planned
development of eastern St Neots. The number of voters in this division is expected to almost
double by 2020, almost entirely due to the expansion of Eastern St Neots. The rural village
communities all have similar interests but nothing in common with the urban community of East
St Neots. A councillor could not effectively represent two such different types of community. If
boundaries do have to be redrawn, then I believe it is essential that divisions should be either
rural or urban, not a mixture. If this means that more villages have to be joined into a single
division that would be vastly preferable to the current proposals.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5644
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Personal Details:
Name:

Paul Ryan

E-mail:
Postcode:

Comment text:
As a resident of The Stukeleys near Huntingdon, I strongly feel our association is with
Alconbury division rather than Warboys. The geography, transport routes, schools etc. associate
our parish much more with Alconbury than with Warboys. I request that the proposed division
boundaries are altered to include our parish with Alconbury and Kimbolton.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5648
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Personal Details:
Name:

Denise Sanderson

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The distance between Warboys and Great Stukeley may be small as the crow flies but with the
road layout we have it will be several miles and considerable time. More to the point for a
Councillor to travel between the Stukeleys and Warboys in, one hopes, his own car will add to
his costs and expenses as a councillor and therefore the County Council expenses. This no
doubt will have a knock on effect and result in a cut for local services. Please look at the
geography again, we are closer to Alconbury and Brampton and I feel we should be in that
area.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5535
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Hilary Sanderson

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: None

Comment text:
I am concerned by the news that Sutton will be shared between 2 councillors. Sutton is a
small, closely knit community. Surely 2 councillors will double the work for the Parish council
with their reports and confusion will occur with recommendations from the different councillors.
Please use common sense and keep Sutton under 1 councillor who can represent us

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5652
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Hinds, Alex
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
05 June 2015 17:16
Hinds, Alex
FW: Boundary change

From: Helen Santilly
Sent: 05 June 2015 16:51
To: reviews
Subject: Boundary change
Dear Sir/Madam
We live in Horningsea and we are currently very happy with the way the boundaries are set. We are so cut off in
terms of transport from other villages that moving us to other wards is a bit pointless. What we do benefit from is
an excellent District Councillor who knows the area and our needs inside out. Grouping us with much larger villages
each side who have very different needs is not necessarily a good move for us. We also think reducing the number
of representatives is not a good idea for a county which is so widespread.
Helen Santilly and Bert Santilly
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Hinds, Alex
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
06 July 2015 08:53
Hinds, Alex
FW: Review of the Electoral Division boundaries for the County of Cambridgeshire

From:
Sent: 05 July 2015 16:03
To: reviews
Subject: Review of the Electoral Division boundaries for the County of Cambridgeshire
Dear Sir/Madam,
Please note my comments on the subject,
I do not agree with the draft recommendations of the LGBCE in respect of Cambridgeshire. Specifically:
1. I support the submission from Cambridgeshire County Council that the number of County Councillors be reduced
from 69 to 63.
2. I believe that all of the County Councillors should be elected in single-member Divisions, to maintain the best
possible contact between electors and their local County Councillor.
3. I support the proposals for boundaries for the County Electoral Divisions which have been put forward in July 2015
by the South East Cambridgeshire Conservative Association (for East Cambridgeshire) and by the North East
Cambridgeshire Conservative Association (for Fenland).
Yours faithfully,
Uri Shamir
March
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Hinds, Alex
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
06 July 2015 08:53
Hinds, Alex
FW: Review of the Electoral Division boundaries for the County of Cambridgeshire

From: Uri Shamir
Sent: 05 July 2015 16:09
To: reviews
Subject: Review of the Electoral Division boundaries for the County of Cambridgeshire
Dear Sir/Madam,
Please note my comments on the subject,
I do not agree with the draft recommendations of the LGBCE in respect of Cambridgeshire. Specifically:
1. I support the submission from Cambridgeshire County Council that the number of County Councillors be reduced
from 69 to 63.
2. I believe that all of the County Councillors should be elected in single-member Divisions, to maintain the best
possible contact between electors and their local County Councillor.
3. I support the proposals for boundaries for the County Electoral Divisions which have been put forward in July 2015
by the South East Cambridgeshire Conservative Association (for East Cambridgeshire) and by the North East
Cambridgeshire Conservative Association (for Fenland).
Yours faithfully,
Uda Shamir
March
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Gwen Shaw

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I wish to register my objection to the moving of the Romsey northern boundary. The boundary
should remain as it is, this area has always been part of the community that is Romsey. I have
lived here all my life and can vouch for a strong community 'feel', so important in these days
of lost identity & family bonds. The boundaries of Romsey are 'natural'- the railway line and
Common, these should not be interfered with, families have lived in Romsey for generation
after generation and to break up such an established community is wholly unacceptable.PLEASE
DO NOT MOVE ROMSEY BOUNDARY.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5570
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Alison Sinclair

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I write to support the document submitted by the Windsor Road Residents' Association which
argues against the inclusion of Windsor Road in the Arbury division. Salient details are as
follows: Windsor Road shares a common community identity with the neighbouring Oxford Road,
Richmond Road, Eachard Road, Hoadley Road, and Woodlark Road. All these neighbouring
streets were built in the pre-war period and have developed a shared-identity over time. They
are well connected by road and walkway and share common community facilities and events.
Examples are: 1. The shared playground for children is the Histon Recreation Ground, adjacent
to Richmond Road. This is the only accessible playground in the area, and provides a central
meeting place and play area for the children. 2. St Augustines’s in Richmond Road hosts shared
community events. It has a programme of lectures, musical events and coffee mornings. There
are residents associations for Windsor Road, Oxford Road and Richmond Road and they work
together to address issues of common interest e.g. traffic calming measures on the Windsor
Road/Oxford Road link, and shared social events at St Augustine’s. Windsor Road has just 210
registered voters. Transferring it to remain with its long-standing community neighbours within
the Castle/Newnham division will not imbalance the relative size of the two divisions. I also
believe that the Windsor Road Residents' Association makes sound and pertinent comments on
the result (in terms of numbers) of not assigning Windsor Road to Arbury.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5514
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Paula Stainton

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am writing to object to redrawing the St. Neots East & Gransdens boundaries to include Loves
Farm Estate, St. Neots. This new boundary would increase the number of voters by approx.
over 50% which would fail to represent the current six rural villages within the Gransden
Division. Loves Farm is a modern, purpose built urban community whose population have very
different issues to our six rural villages - schooling, social support, housing, facilities, etc. Our
six rural villages have no link with an urban housing estate. Further the Council cannot
effectively represent these diverse populations with their vastly differing needs.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5333
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Personal Details:
Name:

ray stilwell

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Living on the northern boundary of the Romsey Ward in Cambridge, I strongly object to the
proposals to change the existing boundaries of this ward. I am a Romsey resident of 20 years
plus and know that all the locals regard themselves as part of the Romsey community, NOT
Abbey Ward as proposed. Abbey is separated from Romsey by a large common and open space
with a railway line traversing it, therefore local residents would not be directly affected in
representation or other matters of local life. The proposal is totally ridiculous in seperating
political representation between neighbours.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5614
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Richard Stimson

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Putting Wimblington in March South &Rural divn & Doddington in Whittelsey South divn makes
little sense. Wimblington & Doddington have always been considered together and both clearly
belong in the March South & Rural division.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5220
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

John Sulston

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Please do not split Stapleford from the Shelfords: they belong together. A glance at the map
shows a solid block of habitation for the three villages with a large separation across fields from
Sawston - i.e. there is a natural boundary around the three villages, in contrast to the proposed
boundary that cuts the community apart. In addition to being physically inseparable the three
villages have common interests and identities, and have strong links in many past and ongoing
activities. Two examples are the Library and the Shelford Feast, both tremendously successful
enterprises which draw users and volunteers from all three villages in proportion to their size.
There are many community groups that draw members from all three villages. The inhabitants
of Stapleford use many services in Great Shelford - for example the Health Centre and the
larger shops - but seldom go to Sawston for these purposes. This is particularly important for
the disabled, who can readily move between Stapleford and the Shelfords in mobility chairs but
find the journey to Sawston daunting. In local government the three parish councils work well
together and cooperate fully. In conclusion, the sole justification for linking Stapleford to
Sawston is electoral equality. Rating this criterion above all others would be an arbitrary
bureaucratic act, making a mockery of local democracy and reducing respect for government. It
is essential that Stapleford is placed in the same division as the Shelfords.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5599
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Marisa Sutherland-Brown

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Romsey being subsumed by Barnwell doesn't make any sense. As a
postcode Romsey
is our neighbourhood - we shop on mill Road, we're part of Mill Rd Committees, we buy our
groceries from Mill Road shops; it is our infrastructure. We would have to cross the Common to
find our closest neighbours or travel all the way down the busy Coldham's Lane. We are
members of the Mill Road community. The needs of Barnwell, with all the new developments
just off Newmarket road, the stadium etc, are very different to the needs in the Romsey
borough; our borough (or at least our current borough). Drawing a line in the middle of a
neighbourhood and tying the needs of residents not with their neighbours but with those
separated by an enormous Common is completely illogical and clearly driven by some other
agenda. Drawing the line at Coldham's Lane clearly makes more sense in terms of the
surroundings and neighbouring priorities.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5268
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Dr Alan Syrop

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like to object very firmly to the draft boundary changes to the Romsey Ward which will
take a slice out of it, including us, and attach it to the Barnwell Ward. The only reason seems
to be to equalise of numbers in each ward, but I can show that the specifics of the arbitrary
boundary line drafted contradict every other criteria which you are required to take into
account. The proposal seems to lack any insight into the detailed practicalities of life in this
part of Cambridge. I have lived in this house for over 3 years, I have worked in Cambridge for
the last 10 years and we lived here previously from 1976, always off
, and so know
the area and people living here pretty well. You state an intent to achieve a variance between
wards of less than 10% from the mean, but do not state why this figure is critical, nor why you
have set the Romsey Ward to be within 1% of the mean. - other wards in Cambridge are as
wide as +5 and -10%. Your inferred criteria: i) Transport - there is no direct public transport
from Romsey to the Barnwell section of Newmarket Road. It would take two bus rides to get to
any of the facilities in Barnwell or a walk of at least 1 mile. On the other hand, Mill Road has a
high frequency of buses to town and to the hospital. Coldham's La, Coldham's Common and the
railway are the natural boundaries and have formed the communities, hence the absence of
transport links. I use the path across the common by bike on a regular basis to get to
Chesterton - it is only ever busy on the occasional football match at the Abbey ground. ii)
Community Groups - I don't know of any that function in Barnwell (maybe because people in
this area do not need them, or since they don't advertise here), but I know of plenty based in
Mill Road and close to it. These include groups for Parents and children, youth groups, the
elderly and disadvantaged adults, concerts and political meetings Most activity centres around
Mill Road and draws people in from across Romsey. There is an annual Mill Road Winter Fair
and a summer Fete, which we routinely support - I am oblivious to whatever may happen in
Barnwell and it doesn't touch us, even though our house is at the northern tip of the area at
issue. iii) Facilities - Mill Road as already explained above has most of the facilities. The
exception will be large supermarkets which are in either direction but along Coldham's La (Asda
or Sainsbury) neither is in Barnwell. Similarly, private gyms are close to hand on one side of
the railway or the other; the only facility I can think of which is of use to Romsey residents
and is in Barnwell is the public swimming and gym at Abbey Pools. Of the few public pools in
Cambridge, Abbey is somewhat nearer for us than Parkside so long as we don't need to drive
to it. However, it also serves many other wards on the west side of Cambridge. iv) Identifiable
boundaries. Your own map makes clear the evident boundary of the Common and Railway. The
common is minimally lit at night, has cattle grazing for much of the summer which deters
walkers and cyclists and is kept relatively wild. v) Parishes - You will know that Romsey can be
defined by that of St Philip's parish, where we worship each week. The Church works hard to
meet the community needs in the ward, and is sensitive to the parish boundary. It has recently
bought a house in Stourbridge Grove in the affected area for use to help the homeless return
to a normal lifestyle. The Church school is in the affected area, whilst St Philip's maintains
many links with the school via the governors, voluntary support and specific faith based
activities on a regular basis. vi) Shared Interests - There are many interests which are shared
within the current Romsey boundaries; I will mention a few. None appear to relate directly to
residents in Barnwell. The primary school, as above, creates community through the parents
interactions. Traffic management and parking are common factors across Romsey, it functions
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as one area. Development and planning issues are similarly common. The City does not
consider these matters separately for the northern part of Romsey from the rest. The City
Development plan treats the area as one. One crucial issue for the next few years will be the
Ridgeons site on Cromwell Road. Here your proposal highlights a serious lack of appreciation as
to how the area works. You have put it in the Romsey Ward but the chicanes along your new
boundary ensure that all large vehicles have to access the site from the north. The chicanes
don't affect most residents but restrict goods vehicles. So your proposals put traffic and
development issues created by the site in one ward whilst the site is in another. vii) Postcodes
- can I add a simple factor you could use ? The Post Office in setting postcodes did so in a way
which shows which properties are part of the same locality. Coldham's Lane is in CB1 as is all
of the present Romsey Ward; Barnwell is entirely in CB5. The natural boundaries are thus
confirmed. viii) Finally, I suggest you consider the following factual argument on the
demographics of the wards. Romsey has a much higher proportion of houses in multiple
occupation (HMOs) than Barnwell. The result is a significant proportion of the Romsey electorate
is mobile and short-lived in the area. Their involvement, especially in local politics, is in practice
somewhat reduced when compared with long-term residents. A student who is lodging for a
year, and likely to move in June has to be highly motivated to vote in a local election, which
typically take place in May. I am not in any way advocating that they are disenfranchised but it
is a clear reason to allow the electorate of Romsey to be above the average. It will take
account of the reduced interest and involvement of a substantial proportion of the residents.
The local councillors are dealing with issues that predominately affect the long term residents of
the ward. I would further assert that taking a small part of Romsey and tacking it on to the
fringe of Barnwell will substantially disenfranchise the electorate in these streets in relation to
local politics. My logic is based on the following factual details, which I trust you can consider
seriously: a) The distance and unfamiliarity of the route to get to the polling station in Barnwell
- likely to stay at
- will be a major disincentive for voting and potentially for
candidates to campaign. b) I live as near to the Barnwell ward as any in Romsey and even my
travel distance to the polling station will double at best; it becomes several times longer for
those who need to drive. If you know Cambridge you will know that the traffic along
Newmarket Rd on weekdays is very slow and a major disincentive to travel. c) If councillors are
aware of that reduced likelihood of voting, they will be that bit less bothered to represent us.
Our relevance to the democratic process will be further reduced. d) Finally they will be unlikely
to be motivated on the issues that affect us in the specifics of Romsey (the actual parish)
which don't affect the majority of their electorate in Barnwell. The councillors in Romsey will be
similarly disincentivised to listen to us as we are not electing them.
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I would like to object in the strongest terms to the draft boundary changes which would take a
slice out of Romsey Ward, (including my house), and put it to the Barnwell Ward.
The only reason seems to be to make the numbers in each ward equal, but I can show that the
specifics of the boundary line drafted contradict every other criteria which you are required to
take into account. The proposal seems to lack any insight into the detailed practicalities of life in
this part of Cambridge. I have lived in this house for over 3 years, but we lived here previously
always near Mill Road so I know both the area and people well.
You state an intent to achieve a variance between wards of less than 10% from the mean, but
do not state why this figure is critical, nor why you have set the Romsey Ward to be within 1%
of the mean. - other wards in Cambridge are as wide as +5 and -10%.
My points are:
1) It would take two bus rides to get to any of the facilities in Barnwell or a walk of at least 1
mile. On the other hand, Mill Road has a high frequency of buses to town and to the hospital.
Coldham's La, Coldham's Common and the railway are the natural boundaries and have formed
the communities,
2) I don't know of any community groups that function in Barnwell, but I know of plenty based
in Mill Road and close by. These include groups for Parents and children, youth groups, the
elderly and disadvantaged adults, concerts and political meetings Most activity centres around
Mill Road and draws people in from across Romsey. There is an annual Mill Road Winter Fair
and a summer Fete, which I routinely support - I don't know what happens in Barnwell and it is
inconvenient to get there and nothing seems to be advertised here.
3) Mill Road has all the facilities I use with the exception of large supermarkets which are in
either direction but along Coldham's La (Asda or Sainsbury) (neither is in Barnwell). The only
facility I know that is of use to Romsey residents and is in Barnwell, is Abbey Pools.
4) Your own map makes clear the evident boundary of the Common and Railway. The
Common is minimally lit at night, has cattle grazing for much of the summer which deters
walkers and cyclists and is kept relatively wild.
5) You will know that Romsey can be defined by that of St Philip's parish, where we attend each
week, usually several times. The Church works hard to meet the community needs in the ward,
and is sensitive to the parish boundary. It has recently bought a house in Stourbridge Grove in
the affected area for use to help the homeless return to a normal lifestyle. The Church school is
in the affected area, whilst St Philip's maintains many links with the school via the governors,
voluntary support and specific faith based activities on a regular basis.

6) Shared Interests - There are many interests which are shared within the current Romsey
boundaries; I will mention a few. None appear to relate directly to residents in Barnwell. The
primary school, as above, creates community through the parents interactions. Traffic
management and parking are common factors across Romsey, it functions as one area.
Development and planning issues are similarly common. The City does not consider these
matters separately for the northern part of Romsey from the rest. The City Development plan
treats the area as one. One crucial issue now and for the future will be the Ridgeons site on
Cromwell Road. Here your proposal highlights misses how the area works. You have put it in
the Romsey Ward but the chicanes along your suggested boundary ensure that all large
vehicles have to access the site from the north. The chicanes don't affect most residents but
restrict goods vehicles. So your proposals put traffic and development issues created by the site
in one ward whilst the site is in another.
7) The Post Office in setting postcodes did so in a way which shows which properties are part of
the same locality. Coldhams La is in CB1 as is all of the present Romsey Ward; Barnwell is
entirely in CB5. This creates a further boundary.

I would further assert that taking a small part of Romsey and tacking it on to the fringe of
Barnwell will substantially disenfranchise the electorate in these streets. My logic is based on
the following factual details, which I would expect you to consider seriously:
a) The distance and unfamiliarity of the route to get to the polling station in Barnwell - likely to
stay at CB5 8LP - will be a major disincentive for voting and potentially for candidates to
campaign. (see my 4th point above)
b) I live as near to the Barnwell ward as any in Romsey and even my travel distance to the
polling station will double at best; it becomes several times longer for those who need to drive.
If you know Cambridge you will know that the traffic along Newmarket Rd on weekdays is very
slow and a major disincentive to travel. (see my 1st point above)
c) If councillors are aware of the reduced likelihood of voting, they will be that bit less bothered
to represent us. Our relevance to the democratic process will be further reduced.
d) Finally councillors will be unlikely to be motivated on the issues that affect us in the specifics
of Romsey (the actual parish) which don't affect the majority of their electorate in Barnwell. The
councillors in Romsey will be similarly disincentivised to listen to us as we are not electing them.

Mrs R A Syrop
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Paul Taylor

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The map tool is too difficult to use. However, your proposal for St Neots East and Great
Gransden is flawed Two of your criteria for redrawing boundaries will not be met:. 1. Reflecting
community interests and identities and include evidence of community links. Community identity
should reflect the issues which bind the community together. Six rural villages will have no
links to a large urban area such as Loves Farm and the intended future development. 2.
Helping the council deliver effective and convenient local government. The proposed division of
St Neots East and Great Gransden will fail to provide the rural villages with effective
representation. Remove Loves Farm from the equation and include communities a=that do link
togethr' i.e. retain the rest of your proposal and include Little Gransden and Gamlingay,
probably Caxton and Croxton too. I see no sense in respecting existing district council
boundaries when community links do not, e.g. Great and Little Gransden are in two different
local authority district areas (Huntingdonshire and South Cambridgeshire, yet a close neighbours
that share many community facilities and organisations.
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Richard Taylor

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I don't think two member divisions for Cambridgeshire County Council are a good idea. I think
it is confusing to have a mixture of one and two member divisions; it would be particularly
confusing to have just one of the County Council wards within the Cambridge City Council area
as a two member ward. Two member wards mean larger wards, which make it harder for a
councillor to deliver material to the whole ward. I am concerned that larger wards will result in
less communication from councillors to residents. I think smaller wards help representatives
know residents, businesses and infrastructure, within the area they represent. On a separate
point I am concerned about confusion if Cambridge City Council and Cambridgeshire County
council have wards/divisions with the same names but different boundaries. I think any change
ought be co-ordinated so both changes happen together. The Cambridge City boundaries need
reviewing in light of the expansion of the city; this exercise appears to be dodging the difficult
problems. I hope, and expect, the results of this exercise to be overturned when arrangements
for one council for Greater Cambridge are put in place.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Paul Thomas

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I believe the proposal to change the present division of Buckden, Gransden and the Offords to
St Neots East and Great Gransden, will not adequately represent residents in St Neots of Great
Gransden. The proposed minority rural community has different needs and challenges to the
larger more dominant urban community of St Neots. Rural needs are different to urban needs,
so it is unbelievable that this is being considered. I fully support the Gransden Parish Council
and their reasons for opposing this proposed change.
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None Uploaded
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Keith Tritton

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like to comment on the draft boundaries proposed for a new "St Neots East and Great
Gransden" division in Cambridgeshire. This proposal lumps together two completely different
areas, on the one hand the established rural villages of Great Gransden, Great Paxton,
Toseland, Yelling, Waresley and Abbotsley and on the other a densely populated and rapidly
growing suburb of St Neots. These two areas have nothing in common and would have quite
different requirements from local government. Such a division would become dominated by the
urban population and the views of the rural villages would be unfairly under-represented.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Hinds, Alex
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
06 July 2015 14:38
Hinds, Alex
FW: Cambridgeshire

From: Moira Upton
Sent: 06 July 2015 13:18
To: reviews
Subject: Cambridgeshire
To whom it may concern,
I am lodging an objection to the Cambridgeshire County draft proposal to change the boundary in our area. I believe
the Romsey northern boundary should stay untouched. We should respect natural boundaries such as the railway
line and Coldhams Common. I want to remain in Romsey, not move into Abbey. It’s a pity to break up established
communities where links have been forged over many years.

Kind regards

Moira Upton

This message may contain confidential information and is protected by copyright. If you have received this email in
error, please notify us, delete the message from your system and do not make use of or copy it. Any attachment to
this message has been checked for viruses, but please rely on your own anti-virus system and procedures.
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Susan van de Ven

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Cambridgeshire County Councillor

Comment text:
At a time when devolved powers and responsibilities are the order of the day, the proposed
new divisions of ‘Melbourn and Bassingbourn’ and ‘Duxford’ fail to capture the role of schools as
community building blocks. The proposed divisions also split key potential synergies around
public transport, in particular rail lines. The reduction in the number of divisions county-wide
means that all councillors will represent significantly larger populations. Their ability to provide
good democratic representation to residents in larger but less cohesive divisions will therefore
be greatly diminished. * The new proposed Melbourn and Bassingbourn Division would contain
two village colleges, but without coherent supporting casts of catchment villages. The new
proposed Duxford Division would contain no village college at all, and its dispersed villages
would lack the common interests out of which to build together. In recent years, South
Cambridgeshire’s unfolding growth has cascaded around villages with secondary schools and
their satellite catchment villages. Not only has this nurtured the intended community function of
village colleges, but it has also facilitated successful devolution of public services to parishes,
because parishes within secondary school catchment areas have natural social foundations for
working together. Indeed, through its community of catchment schools and village college, the
Melbourn Division is building an organic network of public services delivered by the new
Melbourn Community Hub. Transport synergies also help create successful county divisions.
Melbourn, Meldreth, Shepreth and Foxton straddle three key village rail stations that will
provide increasingly important public transport as the Greater Cambridge population explodes.
Currently these villages work together to enhance access to a common rail service. This joint
working is facilitated by sitting within a common County Division within a Transport Authority.
The proposed new division boundaries ignore and split this valuable commonality. A better way
of creating a larger division for the Melbourn area would be to grow the current division
(Melbourn, Meldreth, Shepreth, Foxton, Chishills and Heydon) with other villages that sit within
the Melbourn Village College catchment area: for example Fowlmere, Thriplow, and Harston and
Barrington. The proposed Duxford division is lacking in synergies. There is no village college
with catchment schools as a social foundation, and it touches upon two different rail lines
without a strength in numbers to invest together in either one. A conglomeration of smaller
villages with weaker precepting powers and fewer common interests will disadvantage isolated
small villages at a time when all are being asked to contribute to help fund expensive public
services.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Hinds, Alex
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
07 July 2015 09:33
Hinds, Alex
FW: Draft proposal new electoral boundaries

-----Original Message----From: Keith van Rijsbergen
Sent: 06 July 2015 15:59
To: reviews
Subject: Draft proposal new electoral boundaries
I would like to comment on the redrawing of the electoral boundary which affects our community in Market Ward. My
wife and I live at
, and have been intimately involved with the area around us since 1975. During that
time we have, together with many of the residents, put a huge efforts into building a community identity involving both
students and permanent residents.
We have succeeded in doing this over the years e.g saving Park Street School, advising that the old generation
station be transformed for residential accommodation, and promoting the development of the Oliver Rix site into
student accommodation. The Park Street Resident Association (PSRA) has been active in all these campaigns,
drawing the community together. PSRA has a very constructive working relationship with the Jesus Green
Association. We have almost no relationship with those who live in Newnham and Castle.
It makes no sense to us to split up a thriving community along the lines proposed and attach us to Newnham and
Castle communities who have very different priorities and needs.
Our undivided community has worked well for years and has been represented by our councilors with our priorities
and needs at heart.
This comment has been written in haste since we have only recently (last few days) been made aware of the
proposal.

Yours sincerely
Keith van Rijsbergen
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Brian Walker

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Personal

Comment text:
Arbury Division/Castle and Newham Division I wish to propose that Windsor Road, Cambridge
does not transfer to the Arbury Division and instead remains Castle/Newnham Division. Windsor
Road shares a common community identity with the neighbouring Oxford Road, Richmond Road,
Eachard Road, Hoadley Road, and Woodlark Road. They are well connected by road and
walkway and share common community facilities and events. Examples are: 1. The shared
playground for children is the Histon Recreation Ground, adjacent to Richmond Road. This is the
only accessible playground in the area, and provides a central meeting place and play area for
the children. 2. St Augustines’s in Richmond Road hosts shared community events. It has a
programme of lectures, musical events and coffee mornings. There are residents associations for
Windsor Road, Oxford Road and Richmond Road and they work together to address issues of
common interest e.g. traffic calming measures on the Windsor Road/Oxford Road link, and
shared social events at St Augustine’s Church Community Centre. Windsor Road has just 210
registered voters. Transferring it to remain with its long-standing community neighbours within
the Castle/Newnham division will not imbalance the relative size of the two divisions

Uploaded Documents:
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Elizabeth Walter

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am against losing Coldham's Lane and the streets immediately west of it to Barnwell because
they are so separate geographically from the rest of that ward.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Hinds, Alex
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
07 July 2015 09:30
Hinds, Alex
FW: Cambridge City - Romsey northern boundary proposal

From: Dan Walton
Sent: 06 July 2015 19:17
To: reviews
Subject: Cambridge City ‐ Romsey northern boundary proposal
Dear Sir / Madam,
I would like to object to the current proposal and would like to see it remain as it is, or re‐drawn following more of
the natural boundaries. E.g. Coldhams Lane.
Regards, Dan Walton,
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Ann wardle

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like to see Welney included in Cambridgeshire. It may not be possible but it would
make sense when trying to use doctors and hospitals

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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East Cambridgeshire District
Personal Details:
Name:

PAUL WEBB

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: n/a

Comment text:
I DO NOT THINK THAT THE CURRENT PROPOSALS TO PUT ALL 12 FENLAND VILLAGES INTO
ONE AREA FOR A COUNCILOR, AS I UNDERSTAND IT, ARE ACCEPTABLE. THE AREA SHOULD BE
SPLIT INTO TWO. THE BOUNDARIES FOR THE WARD OF BURWELL ITSELF APPEAR TO BE OK.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Michael Whyman

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like to comment on the proposal for the future of the Queen Ediths ward in Cambridge
City The ward will further lose its identity having separate boundaries for the Council and the
City local elections. This compounds the odd situation that the electorate is placed in the South
Cambridge parliamentary constituency when it is clearly within the City on all operational
parameters. The arguments proposed for the future situation seem to be purely based on
population statistics but ignore the social and geographical fabric of the area. As a resident of
the area I feel that we will be remote from our elected representatives. The population of
Cambridge is expanding rapidly and I do not understand the arguments for a reduction in the
number of councillors under the proposals. The demands of the City for infrastructure
improvements and social conditions will require more debate in the future not less if the
democratic process is to be effectively exercised. I do not feel the arguments for the changes in
the City are in the best interests pf the resident population.
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Sandra Willatt

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
My division will change from south to north. Seems a fairly arbitrary cut off in the town but it
has to be somewhere. I can't see it making a great deal of difference.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Hinds, Alex
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
07 July 2015 09:28
Hinds, Alex
FW: BOUNDARY COMMISSION REVIEW CAMBRIDGESHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL

From: ROBERT WINDLE [
]
Sent: 06 July 2015 23:43
To: reviews
Subject: BOUNDARY COMMISSION REVIEW CAMBRIDGESHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL

Dear Sir or Madam,
I wish to register my opposition to the draft recommendations of the LGBCE in respect of Cambridgeshire
County Council. The proposal by the Commission to split St. Mary's Town Ward, Whittlesey between two
County Electoral Divisions will cause much confusion and is totally unnecessary. The Commission's
proposed boundary between Whittlesey North and Whittlesey South Divisions in the recommendations is
very poorly defined and I myself as an elector of St. Mary's Ward am still not clear which County Council
Division I would come under.

From
Robert Windle,

6th July 2015
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

James Wood

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I retired two years ago and am therefore now becoming involved locally. I appreciate that you
need to make areas have a similar number of voters, but I do not understand why you wish to
split my town (Soham) putting half of it with Littleport with whom we have no dealings (I am
sure they are really nice people in Littleport.) and putting the other half with Fordham (That we
used to dive through but since the bypass do no longer.) I hope I am not sounding too Soham
Centric, I would have the same view wherever I was. I have worked internationally and
nationally, and the wider view must be taken, but I do not understand the logic of your
proposals, but perhaps I am missing something. Please educate me. James Wood
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Hinds, Alex
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
06 July 2015 08:52
Hinds, Alex
FW: Objection to boundary redraw Romsey/Abbey

From: Daniel Wunderlich
Sent: 05 July 2015 20:52
To: reviews
Subject: Objection to boundary redraw Romsey/Abbey

This is to express my objections to the redrawing of the boundary between Abbey and Romsey in
Cambridge. We are house owners at
and have been living here for over two
years and before on Mawson Road.
We enjoy living in the Mill Road area (Romsey) where we do our shopping, participate in community
events, where our friends, volunteer and go out. We are part of this community. All our life is oriented
towards Romsey.
Albeit we live next to Coldhams Common and walk our dog there, we don't have any connections with
Abbey and don't cross the common. Coldhams Common constitutes a natural boundary between Romsey
and Abbey that is furthermore demarketed by the railway line that separates the two communities.
Redrawing the boundary arbitrarily on paper will make us feel disconnected from our community of
Romsey. We are part of Romsey and want to stay part of it. I would therefore like to urge the LGBCE not to
allow northern Romsey being put into Abbey where we do not belong.
Yours faithfully,
Daniel Wunderlich
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Cambridgeshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Rob Younger

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Object to Cambridge country draft proposals at Romsey/Barnwell boundary. The area south of
Coldhams lane (particularly Cromwell road, Brampton Road, Ross Street) is closely tied to mill
road and Romsey, minimal connection to the abbey area to the north. Coldhams common and
Railway line form a natural boundary to the north of Romsey town. An improved boundary is
described at https://philrodgers.wordpress.com/2015/06/23/the-battle-over-romseys-boundaries/
although location of belfast yard area is less relevant, It probably ties more closely with the
retail park.
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